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Illegal alien arrested: voted in nine elections

Lake County, Illinois. Cypress Times has the full story.

"A subsequent investigation revealed that Azada allegedly voted nine times in primary, general and consolidated elections between 2003 and 2009. According to the arrest warrant, Azada allegedly falsely claimed to be a U.S. citizen on two Illinois Voter Registration applications."

The question, of course, is where is DOJ? These are quite possibly also federal crimes.

This case illustrates the close relationship between voter registration fraud, and voter fraud. Vote fraud deniers like the Brennan Center and Tova Wang at Demos concede that voter registration fraud occurs, but claim it has no relation to voter fraud. This case demonstrates that the seed of voter registration fraud sometimes grows into full scale voter fraud. Without one, there cannot be the other.
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**ILLEGAL ALIEN ARRESTED, CHARGED WITH VOTER FRAUD**

**Published 03/21/2011 - 12:47 a.m. CST**

LAKE COUNTY, IL – An illegal alien from the Philippines was arrested Thursday morning on a felony complaint charging her with 17 counts related to voter fraud in Lake County. The state charges resulted from a joint investigation conducted by U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement’s (ICE) Homeland Security Investigations (HSI) and the Lake County State’s Attorneys Office. U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) also provided assistance.

Maria Azada, 53, of Grayslake, Ill, was arrested March 17 by ICE HSI agents and a Lake County State’s Attorneys special investigator. Azada faces 17 felony counts in Lake County Circuit Court of perjury, mutilation of election materials, and tampering with voting machines in connection with illegal voting by a non-U.S. citizen.

The investigation began in February 2009 when Azada admitted to a USCIS officer during an interview for an immigration benefit that she had voted in an election. It is illegal for foreign nationals to vote in national or state elections in the United States.

A subsequent investigation revealed that Azada allegedly voted nine times in primary general and consolidated elections between 2003 and 2009. According to the arrest warrant, Azada allegedly falsely claimed to be a U.S. citizen on two Illinois Voter Registration applications.

“Our nation’s founders reserved the right to vote in this country for U.S. citizens,” said Gary Hartwig, special agent in charge of ICE HSI in Chicago. “ICE HSI will work aggressively to investigate and bring to justice anyone who falsely claims to be a U.S. citizen so they can illegally vote in an election.”

If convicted, Azada faces up to five years in state prison on each of the two perjury counts. She also faces up to three years on each of the six counts of tampering with voting machines, and each of the nine counts of mutilation of election materials.

The public is reminded that an indictment contains only charges and is not evidence of guilt. The defendant is presumed innocent and is entitled to a fair trial at which the government has the burden of proving guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.